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ABSTRACT

HTTP adaptive streaming with chunked transfer encoding
can provide low latency live video streaming experience.
However, providing high and smooth quality video streaming
experience under low latency conditions poses a great chal-
lenge for Adaptive BitRate (ABR) algorithm design due to
the shorter time to react to bandwidth fluctuations. To address
the problem, we design a Fuzzy logic controller based ABR
for low latency live video streaming with Chunked Transfer
Encoding (FCTE). We take player buffer size, throughput
mean, and throughput standard deviation as inputs to make
bitrate decisions. By making full use of network information
and dealing with uncertainties using fuzzy language, FCTE
can make quick and robust bitrate decisions in the compli-
cated network environment. We evaluate FCTE over five
network scenarios released by Twitch. FCTE achieves aver-
age QoE improvement by 129%, 338%, and 127% compared
with three representative algorithms: L2A, LoL, and Stallion,
respectively.

Index Terms— DASH, CTE, Low Latency, Live Video
Streaming, FLC

1. INTRODUCTION

Live video streaming is expected to grow to 13% of total In-
ternet traffic by 2021[1]. It becomes more latency-sensitive
to provide a better experience with the emergence of new live
streaming scenarios such as live sports and interactive live
broadcast. The latency is the time delay between the video
capture and rendering, which is proportional to video segment
duration[2] in HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS). Typically,
video segment duration is 2-10 seconds and therefore intro-
duces 10-50 seconds latency. Many streaming solutions have
been proposed in the last decade to decouple segment duration
from latency[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Finally, it becomes a widely
recognized solution to package a video segment in the Com-
mon Media Application Format (CMAF) [10] specification
and then deliver through chunked transfer encoding (CTE)
[11], where video segments are split and transmitted in small
non-overlapping parts, called chunks. This solution manages
to reduce live streaming latency to 1-5 seconds, as a benefit of

delivering video segments while they are still being packaged.
By far, three solutions have been standardized based on this
scheme: (i) DASH Low-Latency (DASH-LL) [12]; (ii) Low-
latency HTTP Live Streaming (LHLS) [1]; (iii) Low-Latency
HTTP Live Streaming (LLHLS) [13]. From high-level per-
spective, a common feature across all these solutions is that
they require the media to be encoded and delivered in chunks,
which is called chunked low latency live video streaming.

However, chunked live video streaming faces two major
challenges. First, throughput measurement and prediction are
more difficult. Video chunks available in the server will be
sent out in bursts after receiving the fetch signal, whereas the
remaining chunks will be sent out only when they are avail-
able. This behavior introduces an idle period between video
chunks. It is difficult to estimate the chunk transmission du-
ration because chuck transmission start time is not available
in traditional HTTP protocol and cannot be replaced by pre-
vious chuck transmission end time for there may be the idle
period. Second, it is difficult to design the ABR algorithm.
Most existing ABR algorithms work well in non-low-latency
scenario, where the player buffer can be 10 seconds. How-
ever, there is a limited video buffer (eg., 1s) to compensate
for throughput fluctuations and incorrect bitrate selections in
low latency scenario, which makes it a much more difficult
task to design the ABR algorithm.

In this paper, we propose FCTE with the following con-
tributions. First, FCTE filters the correct chunk transmission
duration from the video chunk’s arriving time according to
[14] and then predict throughput mean, standard deviation,
and trend. We take multiple throughput prediction metrics
into fuzzy logic controller because we find that only through-
put mean cannot correctly guide video bitrate selection in a
volatile network environment (eg., mobile network). Second,
FCTE takes throughput metrics and video player buffer size
into the fuzzy logic controller. Through fuzzification, fuzzy
engine (guided by expert experience in the form of fuzzy
rules), and defuzzification, FCTE outputs an aggressive factor
to guide bitrate selection. Third, FCTE chooses the next seg-
ment bitrate according to the aggressive factor and throughput
mean. Finally, experiments over five streaming scenarios are
conducted and FCTE outperforms three representative ABR
algorithms: L2A [8], LoL [7], and Stallion [9] in quality of



experience (QoE).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the proposed algorithm of Fuzzy Logic Controller,
followed by performance evaluation in Section 3. Section 4
concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Fuzzy Logic Controller

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM OF FUZZY
LOGIC CONTROLLER

The proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller diagram is shown in
Figure 1. As a control system based on fuzzy logic, buffer
and throughput metrics are taken as inputs and the bitrate de-
cision is output. Inputs and Fuzzy Logic Controller Design
are described in detail below.

2.1. Inputs

Normalized Throughput Metrics. Throughput mean, stan-
dard deviation, and trend are taken into consideration. We
filter correct chunk transmission speed from the video chunk’s
arriving time according to [14] and then predict throughput
mean, standard deviation and trend. For a video sequence
with N bitrate versions stored on the server, normalized
throughput mean is defined,

BMi =

{
b̂mi−Qn

Qn+1−Qn
n 6= N

0 n = N
BMi ∈ [0, 1], (1)

b̂mi is the estimated throughput mean of segment i (Qn ≤
b̂mi < Qn+1). Qn is video bitrate level n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ).
BMi is the normalized throughput mean.

The normalized throughput standard deviation is defined,

BVi =
b̂ti ∗ b̂vi
Qstep

, (2)

b̂ti is the throughput standard deviation estimation and b̂vi is
the throughput trend estimation. Qstep is the average video
bitrate interval.
Buffer Size. In low-latency live video streaming, video seg-
ments are downloaded sequentially. However, a video seg-
ment may be delayed when it is not available on the server.

The buffer size transfer function can be defined as,

ui = max{ui−1 − tdowload − tdelay, 0}+ τ, (3)

tdowload is the download time of segment i and tdelay is the
delayed time before segment i is available on the server. τ is
the video segment duration. Video freeze event occurs when
ui−1 − tdowload − tdelay < 0 and video freeze time will be
recorded for QoE evaluation.

2.2. Fuzzy Logic Controller Design

The proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller consists of three main
parts: a fuzzier, a fuzzy engine, and a defuzzier.

Fuzzier: The fuzzier converts numerical values into linguis-
tic language, which is used to deal with uncertainties. We
define F (x) as the fuzzier function which decomposes inputs
into one or more fuzzy subsets. F (x) is detailed in Table 1.
The proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller consists of three inputs
and one output. We define Oi as the output, which is the ag-
gressive factor of the next bitrate decision. If Oi is small,
conservative bit rate selection will be made and if Oi is large,
aggressive bit rate selection will be made. NL, NS, ZO, PS,
PL are short for Negative Large, Negative Small, Zero, Posi-
tive Small, Positive Large, respectively.

Membership functions are required in this step, which are
defined and modified according to expert experience. The
proposed membership functions are depicted in Figure 2.

Table 1. Fuzzier Functions
Numerical Variables Fuzzy Language

F (BMi) {Small, Medium, Large}
F (BVi) {Negative, Zero, Positive}
F (ui) {Small, Medium, Large}

F (Oi)
{Negative Large(NL)/Small(NS),

Zero(ZO),
Positive Small(PS)/Large(PL)}

Fuzzy Engine and Fuzzy Rules: In fuzzy logic control,
fuzzy engine is the connection between input and output,
which follows fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rules are defined according
to expert experience, which exit in the format of ifA, thenB.
For example, if the buffer size is large, normalized throughput
mean is large and the standard deviation is positive, then the
aggressive degree should be positive large, which means the
fuzzy logic controller should choose a larger bitrate. Com-
plete fuzzy rules based on expert experience is presented in
Table 2 - 4.

Defuzzier and Bitrate Selection: fsub(x) presents the de-
gree of x belongs to the fuzzy subset, which is defined as,
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Fig. 2. Membership of inputs and output: (a) buffer size (b) normalized throughput mean (c) normalized throughput standard
deviation (d) aggressive degree

fsub(Oi) =



∑
ri
3

sub = NL
i = {1, 2, 10}∑

ri
4

sub = NS
i = {4, 11, 13, 19}∑

ri
10

sub = ZO
i = {3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22}∑

ri
6

sub = PS
i = {9, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25}∑

ri
4

sub = PL
i = {18, 24, 26, 27}.

(4)
There are many algorithms to make defuzzification, such

as Center of Area (COA), Center of Maximization, and Mean
of Maximization. In this work, we choose COA. Then aggres-
sive degree Oi can be calculated as,

Oi =

∑
F (Oi)

fF (oi) (Oi) ∗ c (F (Oi))∑
F (oi)

fF (oi) (Oi)
, (5)

where c(F (Oi) means the middle of the triangle’s base.
We define two threshold Olow and Ohigh. Bitrate above

and below the throughput mean can be found (Qn−1 ≤
b̂mi < Qn). Finally, bitrate decision can be calculated as,

bi =

 Qn−1 Oi < Olow

Qn+1 Oi ≥ Ohigh

Qn else.
(6)

Table 2. Linguistc Rules (buffer size = Small)
BM / BV Negative Zero Postive

Small NL (r1) NL (r2) ZO (r3)
Medium NS (r4) ZO (r5) ZO (r6)
Large ZO (r7) ZO (r8) PS (r9)

Table 3. Linguistc Rules (buffer size = Medium)
BM / BV Negative Zero Postive

Small NL (r10) NS (r11) ZO (r12)
Medium NS (r13) ZO (r14) PS (r15)
Large ZO (r16) PS (r17) PL (r18)

Table 4. Linguistc Rules (buffer size = Large)
BM / BV Negative Zero Postive

Small NS (r19) ZO (r20) PS (r21)
Medium ZO (r22) PS (r23) PL (r24)
Large PS (r25) PL (r26) PL (r27)

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance evaluations are carried out on five network
traces defined by Twitch’s ACM MMSys 2020 Grand Chal-
lenge (Twitch’s Challenge for short).

3.1. Evaluation Environment

Video Player: Video player is forked from dash.js (v3.0.1)
[15] and is modified to pre-request partially prepared video
segments.

Server: The video streaming server is realized by python,
which can stream a video segment before it is entirely re-
ceived.

Video Traces: We use ”BigBuckBunny” [16] sequence
as the video trace, of which a section with 10 minutes dura-
tion is utilized and is divided into 1s duration segments. The
video is encoded by H.264/AVC codec in three bitrate levels:
200kbps, 600kbps, 1000kbps.

Network Traces: Experiments are carried out on five net-
work traces: Cascade, Intra Cascade, Spike, Slow Jitters, and
Fast Jitters, which simulate various situations that a video
player may encounter during playback.

QoE function: we defined our QoE model according to
Yin [17] and Yi [18] as,

QoE =

I∑
i=1

(αQi − βRi − γLi)−
I∑

i=1

µ |Qi −Qi−1| , (7)

Qi is the video quality which is represented by video bitrate in
this work. Ri is the rebuffering time and Li is the live latency.
α, β, γ, µ are penalty factors which reflect user’s preferences.
We choose the same penalty factors as in LoL [7].

ABR Algorithms: We evaluate the following ABR algo-
rithms,

• FCTE: The proposed Fuzzy Logic Controller based
ABR algorithm.
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Fig. 3. QoE performance of FCTE and three representative
ABR algorithms over five network scenarios

• L2A [8]: The winning solution of Twitch’s Challenge
on Adaptation Algorithm for Near-Second Latency,
which is based on Online Convex Optimization.

• LoL [7]: The runner-up solution of Twitch’s Challenge,
which is a reinforcement learning-based algorithm.

• Stallion [9]: The 3rd place solution of Twitch’s Chal-
lenge, which uses a sliding window to measure the
mean and standard deviation of both the bandwidth
and latency to improve upon bandwidth and latency
estimation.

3.2. Evaluation Results

QoE performance of FCTE and three representative ABR al-
gorithms are depicted in Figure 3. For each network trace,
three simulations are conducted and the average QoE is cal-
culated as the final result. Overall, FCTE achieves average
QoE improvement by 129%, 338%, 127% with L2A, LoL,
and Stallion, respectively. FCTE achieves the most outstand-
ing performance under Slow Jitters. This may be because
FCTE makes full use of throughput information and thus can
adapt well in a fluctuating network environment.

Detailed QoE performance is presented in Table 5. Over-
all, L2A and LoL have a poor performance in Cascade, In-
tra Cascade, Spike, and Slow Jitters scenarios, because they
have a long video freeze time compared with our FCTE and
Stallion. In Cascade, FCTE outperforms Stallion by 10.49%.
This is because FCTE improves average bitrate and reduces
bitrate switches, and at the same time maintains the close la-
tency and rebuffer performance. In Intra Cascade, FCTE out-

Table 5. Streaming metrics of ABRs over five nerwork sce-
narios

ABR Avg. bitrate Avg. Latency Total Rebuffer Switches

CASCADE (150s)

FCTE 684.64 1.56 2.50 5
L2A 690 1.80 21.70 17
LoL 672.53 1.25 33.23 10.86

Stallion 630 1.50 2.50 7.50

INTRA CASCADE (135s)

FCTE 526.67 1.71 8.80 13
L2A 460 2.30 21 19
LoL 521.58 2.04 53.24 5

Stallion 365 1.65 7 4

SPIKE (30s)

FCTE 640.26 1.89 3.51 4
L2A 590 1.50 10.40 4
LoL 646.97 1.77 10.45 4

Stallion 540 2 2.50 4

SLOW JITTERS (30s)

FCTE 665.02 1.74 2 14
L2A 460 2.30 21 19
LoL 642.82 2.13 15.44 10.71

Stallion 365 1.65 7 4

FAST JITTERS (11.6s)

FCTE 1000 1.20 0 1
L2A 1000 1.04 7 1
LoL 1000 1 0 1

Stallion 835 1.40 0 2.50

performs Stallion by 42.51% where FCTE largely improves
average bitrate and reduces rebuffer time, while maintaining
the close latency performance. However, bitrate switches of
FCTE are much larger than Stallion, which is because that
Stallion keeps streaming in low bitrate without switching up
for a long time when the network situation is improved. In
Fast Jitters, FCTE performs slightly worse than LoL for a
longer latency. This is because FCTE is much sensitive to
video freezes and thus keeps a larger player buffer which in-
creases latency.

4. CONCULSION

Chunked HTTP adaptive streaming facilitates low latency
live streaming. However, existing ABR schemes need to be
tweaked for low latency scenario. In this work, we propose
FCTE: a Fuzzy Logic Controller based ABR algorithm for
low latency live video streaming with chunked transfer en-
coding. We evaluate FCTE with three representative ABR
algorithms: L2A, LoL, and Stallion over Twitch’s five net-
work traces. FCTE achieves average QoE improvement by
129%, 338%, 127% with L2A, LoL, and Stallion, respec-
tively. Note that FCTE is only experimented in artificially
defined network traces, where bitrate selections are relatively
simple. In the future, we plan to investigate how to design an
ABR for real network traces, especially for mobile networks.
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